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Blossoms Preschool
If you are looking at the definition of a Preschool or a play school, then
the dictionary suggests it to be an educational institution for children
too young for elementary school. For parents, it is a common place
where toddlers meet, play and spend time together under the
supervision of a teacher or two.
Preschool may not be a place where formal education is imparted but
yes, it definitely is a place where children have their first taste of
independence. And today, with both the parents working, preschool is
becoming an inevitable part of a child’s life. When we talk about
independence, it relates to a child remaining away from his parents
for a couple of hours, thus breaking free off the separation anxiety.
At Blossoms, children are exposed to a lot of basic learning activities
that help them to get independent faster. Our activities help develop
in children many self-help qualities like eating food themselves,

dressing up, maintaining cleanliness and other such basic qualities
which imbibes good manners and social behavior in kids.

Besides this, learning activities at Blossoms help the children learn
basic etiquettes like exchanging greetings, sharing of food and toys,
identifying their possessions, etc. One big advantage is that as children
interact with children of their own age, they tend to develop their
language skills at a fast pace with more vocabularies to their credit.
We prepare children for the bigger school, instilling self-confidence
and independence in them.
At Blossoms correct student-teacher ratio is being followed and here
the concepts of play school are very clear. Because, at the end of the
day, preschools act as a guiding light which your innocent soul is
bound to follow blindly…
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Kids Learning Activities at Blossoms
At Blossoms we emphasize on three core skills development of kids:
 Interpersonal skills development
 Intrapersonal skills development
 Psychological development
We at Blossoms take immense care in designing activities for the kids
of different age groups. The whole module is segregated into phases
starting from some practical life exercises which requires body and
mind coordination like cloth folding, eating food themselves, block
joining, matching the related pictures etc. and
step by step
progressing to a pattern of formal studies like Language & Arithmetic .
Blossoms apart from regular teaching also follows various learning
activities to evoke fine and gross motor skills in kids for their overall
personality development, some of the activities are listed:
 Concept Learning
At Blossoms we follow a certain concept through which the
children are taught various activities. A particular concept is
chosen and everything related to that concept is taught to kids
through games and other activities. For example concept of
healthy living, kids are told everything related to be healthy like
hygiene, exercising, healthy food etc. This activity help in
imparting general knowledge to kids in a fun loving way.
 Scribbling
Through scribbling, a kid has its first brush with drawing. At
Blossoms have a board wherein a child can come and scribble
anything. This educational activity gives his/her a sense of
importance even while developing eye-hand coordination.
 Role Enacting
Children love to do what adults do. So taking advantage of this
fact, at Blossoms we have activities wherein we lay before the
kids toys of all the items that are used at home, for example
kitchen appliances, gardening kits, doctor kit etc. Through these
educational kits, we teach the kids the various concepts behind
these items. This learning activity helps the children as they
tend to see these items being used at home and their concepts get
emphasized even further, thus widening their learning horizons.
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 Playing with Blocks
Blocks come an excellent play school educational activity
because blocks help children learn various colours, shapes,
dimensions even as they begin to understand what towers are or
what buildings or cars or roads are. Besides this, blocks help
children understand what balancing, shapes, patterns, are all
about. We have different kinds of block games wherein kids
apply their own logic to come out with some meaningful
structure.
 Displaying Kid’s Activities
Nothing can encourage a child more than praises, so we display
various activities done by the children like- coloring sheets,
paper dabbing sheets, patterns made through hand prints, etc.
The display of activity make the children feel important and
noticed.
 Music and Song Activities (Rhymes & moral story telling)
At Blossoms we teach songs and nursery rhymes along with
story telling. These music and song activities are done through
CD’s and group activities. These activities ignite energy in the
children and help them learn things faster.
 Art & Craft work
Craft and art work helps to invoke creativity, imagination and
observation in kids. At Blossoms we encourage kids to do
different kinds of art and craft activities like paper craft, clay
modeling etc. Through these activities we make them learn
different kinds of textures. These activities helps to make them
innovative and creative.
 Logical & Reasoning games
At Blossoms we have many mind tickling games and exercises
like matching the related words & pictures, identification of
missing parts etc. These activities which help kids to think
logically which is very useful for developing their reasoning
skills.
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